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QUESTION 1

Your client recently made changes to the Item Type Matrix, but the changes are not reflected either in Student Self
Service or when the program format is created. What step would you perform to troubleshoot this problem? 

A. Review and adjust the student\\'s security as needed. 

B. Review and adjust the security of the staff member making the changes to ensure that they are committed. 

C. Run the entity registry sync process and clear the cache. 

D. Review the enrollment cohort to ensure that the student\\'s admit term is included. 

E. Ensure that the item is in the correct position in the program format. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about the course structure in Activity Management in relation to the Course Catalog? 

A. The two course structures must be identical. 

B. The two structures must always contain the same components. 

C. The course structure in Activity Management does not have to match the Course Catalog structure. 

D. The two structures must contain the same description. 

E. Courses with multiple offerings and/or topics can share the same Activity Registry-

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

A student who was converted from the legacy system as an active student is not able to enroll in classes or view the
shopping cart by using Self Service. Which three steps would you perform to troubleshoot this problem? 

A. Ensure that the student\\'s program/plan stack is in active status. 

B. Ensure that the student has not been assigned a negative service indicator. 

C. Ensure that the student has not already been enrolled in classes for the current term. 

D. Ensure that the student\\'s security is set up correctly. 

E. Ensure that the student has been granted a valid enrollment appointment. 

Correct Answer: ACE 
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QUESTION 4

Your client wants to send a communication to a group of students. The client wants to make sure that the address
priority of the communication is set to the Home, Mailing, and Business addresses. How should this be accomplished? 

A. By setting up letters for each individual address type 

B. By assigning communications individually by student and selecting the appropriate address type 

C. By creating a row in Usage Tables, specifying the priority of the Home, Mailing, and Business addresses for use in
Communication Generation 

D. By assigning priority in the Address Type table 

E. By creating a new address type with multiple addresses 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which five structural elements can be used to identify and assign recruiters to prospects? 

A. Region 

B. Career 

C. Program 

D. EMPLID 

E. Plan 

F. Recruitment Categories 

Correct Answer: ABCEF 

 

QUESTION 6

What would prevent a user from assigning a program, plan, or subplan to a prospect? 

A. Last Prospect Date for the program, plan, or subplan being greater than Admit Term for an applicant record 

B. The prospect lacking security access to the program, plan, or subplan 

C. Last Prospect Date for the program, plan, or subplan being less than or equal to Admit Term for the prospect record 

D. The program, plan, or subplan being unavailable for the selected Admit Type 

E. The program, plan, or subplan being unavailable for the selected Recruiting Center 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

Your client is trying to update a newly admitted student\\'s program and plan information in Student Records but is
receiving an effective date error. What step should you take to troubleshoot this error? 

A. Ensure that the effective date of the program and plan update is not set to a date after the Matriculation row. 

B. Add a second row with an MATR program action. 

C. Create a new application. 

D. Create a second row with an ADMT program action. 

E. Ensure that the effective date of the program and plan update is not set to a date before the Matriculation row. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 8

Your client has created a new course in the Course Catalog but cannot retrieve this course in the Browse functionality or
in the Schedule of Classes. Which two steps should you first perform in order to troubleshoot this issue? 

A. Ensure that the effective date in the Course Catalog is a date far enough in the past to be viewed in past-dated
tables. 

B. Ensure that the effective date in the Schedule of Classes is a date far enough in the past to be viewed in past-dated
tables. 

C. Ensure that the status of the course is set to Active. 

D. Ensure that a user has security access to the appropriate Academic Organization. 

E. Ensure that a user has security access to the Campus where the course will be conducted. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 9

What security is necessary for students to be able to access the My Academic Information pagelet? 

A. Students will require a specially-designed Program Enrollment permission list. 

B. Students will require additional row-level security under the Set Up SACR menu. 

C. Students will need different roles to both see and interact with the My Academic Information pagelet. 

D. Students will not require any additional Self Service security. 

E. Students will require the CS - Student (ProgEnrl) role. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 10

Which action should you take to create a prerequisite that requires a student to achieve a particular score on a test
before enrolling in the course? 

A. Create a course ID for each test, assign students a grade, and then assign the course to the prerequisite. 

B. Create a course attribute to specify the required test score information. 

C. On the Requisite Detail tab of the Requirement Groups page, select a Group Line Type of Condition and a Condition
Code of Test Score, which will allow you to enter the Test ID and the score range information. 

D. Use the Requisites enrollment override to enroll eligible students without creating a prerequisite. 

E. Create a Requirement Designation on the Course Catalog, specifying the required test score information. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Identify two functions of Academic Groups. 

A. They provide a way to group courses in the Course Catalog for reporting purposes 

B. They determine how the GPA is calculated. 

C. They are used to define standard meeting patterns. 

D. They set defaults for course units. 

E. They specify term setup and use. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 12

Your client occasionally encounters situations where students re-app/y to re-enter a previous program of study. What is
the best way to manage this process with the delivered functionality? 

A. Give the student a new program/plan row with a re-admit program action. 

B. Create a separate Program and Plan structure for the students in this situation. 

C. Create an Admit Type with the Readmit Processing Required check box selected. 

D. Place the particular students in a Student Group that is marked for re-admissions. 

E. Create an application record as you would for a new student, allowing the system to create a new student record in
this program and plan when the student is admitted. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 13

Your client wants to enter transfer credit for students before running the batch term activation process. Which two steps
must be performed for the transfer credit to post and populate successfully after term activation has occurred? 

A. Users must enter transfer credit for the appropriate articulation term; the transfer credit will be marked as Posted
even though the student is not yet term activated. 

B. Users must enter and save the transfer credit for the appropriate articulation term; the transfer credit will then be
marked as Completed. 

C. The transfer credit will automatically be changed from Completed to Posted after term activation occurs. 

D. After term activation occurs, users must navigate to the Terms on Residence tab on the Term Activation page and
click the Copy TC Units button to update the transfer credit and post statistics. 

E. Users must term activate the student before entering and saving any transfer credit information 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

After the email usage type is configured, what can users expect to happen when a communication is assigned and
generated? 

A. PeopleSoft extracts only the associated email address. 

B. PeopleSoft extracts, produces, and emails communication data to the associated email address, as well as handles
bounces from "bad" email addresses. 

C. PeopleSoft automates all mass email processes across the enterprise. 

D. PeopleSoft extracts, produces, and emails communication data to the associated email address. 

E. PeopleSoft uses this field as an information-only field. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Your client wants to avoid loading duplicate information when deploying test files. How would you achieve this? 

A. By writing a query to identify loaded files 

B. By deleting test score files after using them 

C. By purging the table between loading files 

D. By creating a unique test ID for each process 

E. By restricting security to the load process 

Correct Answer: C 
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